Conveyor belt
mis-tracking

It is an all-too-common occurrence that conveyor systems mis-track, and unfortunately
the root cause of tracking issues can be outside the control of a system operator.
Usually belt mis-tracking can be attributed to any one or combination of eight major causes:
- Structure alignment
- Splice/mechanical joins

- Idler frame alignment
- Material build up

- Pulley alignment
- Atmospheric conditions

- Feed discharge angle
- Incorrect manual tracking

Belt mis-tracking can be a problem on conveyors, causing belt damage, spillage and operational delays. These issues
cost money, reduce conveyor reliability and have the potential to cause health and safety issues in passage areas
underneath and around conveyor systems.
Because of this, belt-tracking products tend to be the fastest and most practical solutions to belt mis-tracking issues.

Tru-Trac trackers

Extensive stock holding

Service and maintenance

Unlike other belt trackers, Tru-Trac’s
design, which requires no edge
contact to activate it, relies on
achieving equilibrium. It uses its
bearing-free pivot arrangement and
tapered roller to actively track a belt
by making micro adjustments to
ensure it is centred at all times.
This mitigates the potential
damage caused to belt edges by
other products that require 90
degree contact with the belt.

We have an extensive stock holding
of Tru-Trac trackers at strategically
located warehouses around Australia.

Tru-Trac trackers are completely
maintenance-free units, and are
simple to install.

We hold extensive stock of the most
common units in a range of sizes.
Flat return: 600 - 1600mm

Dual return: 1400 - 2800mm

We offer trained specialists to
manage this process for you,
recommending the most effective
positioning on your system for
installation.
We also hold stock of wing rollers,
centre rollers, and other parts for
your Tru-Trac units.

Taper trough: 600 - 1500mm
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Case study background
An inspection carried out at a Hunter Valley coal
terminal identified a number of tracking issues on
its stacker conveyors. The inspection found that
the worst of the stackers had its belt mistracking
by more than 120mm to the left on both the carry
and return (as seen in picture to the right)

Average of 20
minutes downtime
per belt drift trip

Up to 140 minutes
downtime per
conveyor per week

Whilst the inspection found that this was the
most troublesome conveyor system, all of the
site's stackers we experiencing varying degrees of
tracking problems. A proposal was submitted to
install Tru-Trac return units across all conveyors.
The initial trial of Tru-Trac return units were
installed onto all four of the site's stacker
conveyors, which immediately eliminated
belt drift trips.
Historically, these stackers mistracked daily
causing belt drift trips on a weekly basis, leading
to lost production and unplanned downtime.

One of the affected stackers was mis-tracking by up to 120mm, daily

In the first six months following the Tru-Trac
units installation there has not been a single
belt trip which has maximised the efficiency
of these assets.
REMA TIP TOP currently has a stockholding of flat
return, dual return, and taper trough Tru-Trac
units at warehousing locations strategically
positioned around Australia, guaranteeing mistracking issues of today can be fixed tomorrow.

Tomorrow's service and
innovation, today

Tru-Trac flat return tracker continuously micro-adjusting the belt to keep it centred

We are constantly challenging the status quo, looking for innovative solutions to deliver to our customers. Our commitment to our
vision, Tomorrow's service and innovation, today, is built into the character of our people and their overwhelming desire to meet and
exceed the needs of our customer. Through a deep understanding of our products, and our customers, we are positioned to develop
innovative, bespoke solutions for every requirement, always delivered safely.
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